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STYLE
Farmhouse

ABOVE: The connections between 
indoor and outdoor living are almost 
seamless in this welcoming farmhouse. 
RIGHT: These delicate pink flowers 
blend with others in brighter hues in 
the abundant gardens that surround 
the home. MIDDLE: With plenty 
of inviting spaces for seating, the 
pond is a popular gathering spot for 
family and friends.

ABOVE: From the 
house, the Gracey 
family can watch 
their horses grazing 
behind a fence-line 
half-hidden by 
flowers. LEFT: 
Rustic accessories 
create a cosy 
feeling on the 
wide front porch.
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OOccasionally, while 
watching Downton Abbey 
– one of her favourite 
TV shows – homeowner 
Christine Gracey catches 
a glimpse of a familiar 
wallpaper. The hand-made 
wallpaper from Farrow & 
Ball enhancing her dining 
room walls is the same 
as the wallpaper in one 
of the elegant Downton 
Abbey rooms. 

OPPOSITE TOP: The 
“Downton Abbey” wallpaper 
in the dining room adds a 
little whimsy and elegance to 
the simply-furnished room. 
BOTTOM LEFT: Chaise 
lounges and easy chairs invite 
relaxation among the flowers 
on the porch. BOTTOM 
RIGHT: The curved stone 
eyebrow over this window 
echoes the style of the stone 
arch over the front door. 
LEFT: Filled with natural 
light, the family room sets 
high standards of comfort 
and country charm. BELOW: 
The family room’s fireplace 
warms this cosy spot for 
reading or napping. 

But don’t expect the Gracey home to have the formal and somewhat 
stuffy design that is the hallmark of Downton Abbey. Here the 
wallpaper’s ornate design is balanced by an antique country table and 
chairs. The chairs were inherited from Adam Gracey’s grandmother. 
“They were black and held together with wires, so we had them 
repaired and refinished,” says Christine.

The dining room, and the small library across the hall, are part 
of the original house, built in 1901. Both rooms connect seamlessly 
to the new addition, which has been painstakingly designed and 
constructed to match the classic farmhouse style of the older section, 
with the emphasis on relaxed family living. Topped with a new roof 
by Shelburne Roofing & Contracting Ltd., the addition almost 
doubles the home’s square footage.

“We have a very busy household,” Christine explains. “There’s lots of 
coming and going, so we wanted finishes that would be indestructible, 
or at least look old enough that a few more scratches and dents 
wouldn’t matter. We also do a lot of entertaining, so we wanted a space 
that would be welcoming for both family and bigger parties. We’ve had 
parties with more than 70 people and the space works wonderfully.” 

That sense of welcome begins at the entrance. Just inside the main 
door, a new powder room and coat closets (with new doors from 
Melvin Martin, salvaged doors from the Door Store, and doorknobs 
salvaged from a King Edward Hotel renovation) flank a short hallway 
leading into the expansive kitchen that perfectly mixes old and new. 
The bottom kitchen cabinets, for example, (designed and installed 
by Peter Downey Construction Ltd., who also worked as the 
renovation’s general contractor) have a crackle finish that fits the 

Continued on page 32
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OPPOSITE TOP: The beam over the substantial kitchen island marks the line between the 
original farm house and the new expansion. RIGHT: A window seat accented with bright 
cushions lets visitors keep the family cook company while enjoying the view. MIDDLE: Kitchen 
cabinets are designed to look like individual pieces, and the small drawers enforce a natural 
organization. FAR RIGHT: Built-in shelves and cabinets around the oversized gas stove 
provide practical storage and a place to display some of Gracey’s collection of antique tins.

home’s age but also stands up to general 
wear and tear. 

“Peter Downey really listened to us and 
came up with sketches that reflected what we 
wanted: cabinets that would look old, that 
would look like individual pieces of furniture 
rather that built-in cabinets, but that would 
have all the functional, modern elements as 
well,” she says. The many small drawers that 
contribute to the old farmhouse look are also 
very practical for organized storage, she adds.

Because the Graceys work with stone in 
their landscape business (D A Gracey and 
Associates), they knew exactly what they 
wanted in granite for the kitchen countertops 
and island. Their final choice adds shine 
and reflects light, balancing the matte green 
paint on the cabinets and the travertine floor 
tiles, from Ciot. The island offers workspace 
and seating, and houses a dishwasher and 
wine cooler. 

Light is an important element of the 
home’s design. The kitchen opens up to 
a family room that is a wall of windows 
(Dufferin Windows Ltd.) and french 
doors (Loewen Windows) built to match the 
style of the home’s original windows letting 
the sun shine on the reclaimed wood floors 
by Century Wood Products, Marsville, 
installed by Driscoll Hardwood Flooring 
Inc. Like other rooms in the house, the family 
room showcases collectibles and souvenirs 
gathered during the homeowners’ travels, 
such as paintings and their oil lamp collection. 
The comfortable furnishings are from Boss 
Leather in Bolton. “And we love the fireplace 
(built by Bob Currie Masonry) – it’s really 
big but designed so the heat warms the whole 
room,” Christine says. 

As well as creating the fireplace, Bob 
Currie used the original brick taken off the 
back of the house to add exterior brick on 
the first floor of the addition, as well as brick 
walls on either side of the kitchen (hiding the 
servicing vents and pipes), Christine adds: 
“He made sure to showcase some unique 
bricks that had paw prints or fingerprints 
in conspicuous spots! And when we ran 
out of the house brick, he helped me in the 
quest for matching brick, searching through 

LEFT: Christine Gracey was pleased to discover that 
the travertine floor tiles not only look good but hide 
stains and spills. This kitchen eating area includes a 
view across the farm’s fields.

Continued on page 34
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nearby ruins and old piles of salvage in 
farmers’ fields.”

Bedrooms are on the second floor; the 
master bedroom suite includes a spacious 
bathroom and walk-in closet with floors of 
reclaimed wood. French doors open to the 
balcony overlooking the fields outside, and 
a nearby sitting area provides a cosy place to 
read and relax. With the addition of a master 
bathroom, the existing bathroom was redone 
as a shared bathroom for the children. A 
skylight in the hall – yes, more natural light – 
marks the division between old and new. 

Back downstairs, the main door leads to 
an enlarged wide porch along the front of the 
house. “We knew we’d be spending much of 
our time outdoors,” says Christine. This is 
a home where the outdoors and indoors are 
always connected – country views enhance 
almost every room. The porch is furnished 

LEFT: The strikingly-beautiful wood in the master bedroom is left uncovered 
as much as possible for maximum impact. The floor’s darker colour is 
balanced by the pale green walls and bed frame. BELOW: In the master 
bath, the customized cabinetry reflects farmhouse style while being entirely 
practical for two people to get ready on a busy morning. BOTTOM: Tucked 
under the sloping roof of a dormer, this little seating area catches plenty of 
natural light for reading or contemplation. 

Continued on page 38

Bathroom Remodeling?
Spend some time with The Plumber’s Wife

238 George St, Arthur  519.848.3641  theplumberswife.ca
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It’s probably every young 
girl’s dream to have horses 
at home. The Gracey farm 
includes several much-
loved Appaloosas and 
a Thoroughbred. 

HOME THEATRE DESIGN & INSTALLATION • HOME CONTROL FROM IPAD / IPHONE/ ITOUCH • PRE WIRE – NEW & EXISTING HOMES • RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL PROJECTS • LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEMS • MOTORIZED SHADES & WINDOW COVERINGS
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with chairs and small tables and an abundance of nearby flowers. 
Extensive and colourful perennial gardens surround the house and 
the garage, and tie both buildings together. Oversize Owen Sound 
flagstones create informal walkways and the patio areas allow for easy 
outdoor barbecuing, dining and entertaining. 

The pond is another outdoor living option: a short walk from the 
front of the house takes you to this body of water with a sandy beach, a 
seating area and a floating dock. “We often hang out there by the water 
with a tray of drinks,” says Christine. “And we have a fishing derby in 
the pond every June, with 60 people taking part.”

The house itself is not visible from the road – just the beginning of 
the long driveway that takes visitors to both the house and another 
building that consists of a large garage, a fully-finished loft area, and a 
small barn where the Graceys’ horses (six Appaloosas and one off-
the-track Thoroughbred) spend the night. During the day, the elegant 
equines are visible from many of the rooms as they wander the pasture 
that is part of the 30-acre property. Horses are not the only animals they 
see – coyotes and deer are frequent visitors, too.

Inside and out, the Graceys have created a home that perfectly suits 
their family. “We loved the house before, but it is so much more livable 
now,” says Christine. “It has the traditional style of an old house but 
nothing is fussy – it’s just comfortable.”  OH

LEFT: A visitor tries his hand at fishing in the pond, perhaps practising for 
the fishing derby the Graceys hold each year in June. BELOW: With several 
outdoor eating areas – like this one surrounded by flowers – the home is ideal for 
entertaining in the summer when guests can easily move from inside to out and 
back again. BOTTOM: Riding along a trail behind the house is just one way to 
enjoy the Gracey property. There are places to walk and hike as well as the pond 
for swimming or sunbathing.
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